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Abst rac t  
The noisy voter model is a spin system on a graph which may be obtained from the 
basic voter model by adding spontaneous flipping from 0 to 1 and from 1 to 0 at each 
site. Using duality, we obtain exact formulas for some important ime-dependent and 
equilibrium functionals of this process. By letting the spontaneous flip rates tend to zero, 
we get the basic voter model, and we calculate the exact critical exponents associated 
with this "phase transition". Finally, we use the noisy voter model to present an alternate 
view of a result due to Cox and Griffeath on clustering in the two-dimensional basic voter 
model. 
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1. In t roduct ion  
The voter model is a particle system that was originally introduced to model the 
interaction of two distinct populations that  are competing for territory (Clifford 
and Sudbury, 1973). Variants of this model include the stepping-stone model in ge- 
netics (e.g., Sawyer, 1977) and the Wil l iams-Bjerknes model for tumor growth (e.g., 
Bramson and Griffeath, 1981), also called the "biased voter model" (see Durrett, 
1988). 
Briefly, the basic voter model is a Markov process {Ut : t ~> 0} which takes values 
in the set of all {0, 1}-valued functions on the d-dimensional integer lattice Z d (i.e. 
it is a "spin system" on zd) .  Thus, for each x in Z d, ~t(x) is either 0 or 1, and it 
randomly flips back and forth over time according to the following rules. If z h (x) is 
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1 (respectively, 0), then it flips to 0 (respectively, 1) at rate equal to the number of 
neighbours of x which are 0 (respectively, 1) at time t. We use the term "neighbour 
of x" to denote a point y of Z d whose Euclidean distance from x is 1. In this paper 
we shall examine the "noisy voter model", whose flip rate from 0 to 1 (respectively, 
from 1 to 0) equals the corresponding rate for the basic voter model plus a constant 
/> 0 (respectively, 5 ~> 0). This added term may be viewed as representing an 
additional source of flipping that is independent of the states of the neighbouring 
sites. General theory tells us that the noisy voter model is exponentially ergodic if 
and only if either/3 or 5 is nonzero, but there are still some interesting things to 
be said about this model. 
The purpose of our study is twofold. Firstly, we obtain exact formulas for some 
important quantities of the noisy voter model as a function of time, as well as their 
values in equilibrium. Secondly, by showing that the basic voter model is a weak 
limit of noisy models, we find the exact values of certain critical exponents and also 
recover some known results about the basic voter model. This demonstrates how a 
properly chosen ergodic model can serve as a tool for studying interesting physical 
phenomena in a nonergodic model. 
To provide an opening context, let us consider a more general family of nearest- 
neighbour spin systems on a graph G (with no loops). Let S(G) denote the set of 
sites of G. For each site x E S(G),  let N(x)  denote the set of neighbours of x. We 
shall assume that G is r-regular, i.e. that every site has exactly r neighbours. Also, 
let IAI denote the cardinality of a set A. Assume that there are constants Ak /> 0 
and Pk ~> 0 (k = 0, 1 , . . . , r )  such that the spin system {~t : t/> 0} satisfies 
Pr{Ut+h(X) = 1 
Pr{rlt+h(X ) --= 0 
I~t(x) = 0, I{Y e N(x ) :  Ut(Y) = 1}1 = k} =)~kh +o(h) ,  
I~t(x) = 1, I{Y • g (x ) :  'r/t(y ) = 1}1 = k} = ~kh + o(h) (1) 
for every x C S(G), t /> 0, and k = 0, 1, . . . ,  r. Then the basic voter model on G 
satisfies (1) with Ak = k and ttk : r - k. The noisy voter model satisfies (1) with 
Ak =/~+k and #k = 5 + r - k, k = O, . . . , r. 
In the special case in which G is the complete graph on N sites (a complete 
graph is a graph in which every site is a neighbour of every other site), the noisy 
voter model corresponds to the Moran model of population genetics (Moran, 1958; 
Karlin and McGregor, 1962; Donnelly, 1984). 
If G is a finite graph, then a quantity of considerable interest in certain chemical 
applications (see for example Granovsky et al. (1989)) is the mean coverage funct ion 
MA( t )  := E(I ,I = t o, (2) 
where A is an arbitrary subset of S(G) and IA is the indicator function of A (that 
is, IA(X) ---- 1 if x E A and IA(x)  = 0 if x ¢ A). Granovsky and Rozov (1994) gave 
the following characterization f noisy voter models. Let G be a finite, r-regular 
graph with no cycles of length 3. Then the mean coverage function of a spin system 
given by (1) satisfies a first-order linear differential equation 
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d MA( t )  + = b, C S(G), t >>. O, (3) aMA(t )  for all A 
for some constants a and b >1 0 if and only if the rates of the system satisfy Ak = 
Ao + vk and #k = #r + v(r - k) for every k = 0 , . . . , r ,  where v is a constant. If 
v > 0, then these processes are essentially just noisy voter models. The parameter 
v simply reflects a change of time scale; however, when v = 0 we get the elementary 
case of independent flipping at every site. Solving (3), Granovsky and Rozov (1994) 
show that 
A0 
= - -  (1 - exp[-(A0 + pr)t]) Pr{,t(x)  1 I ,0 - 0} - A0 + #r 
- fi (1 -exp[ - ( f l+5) t ] ) ,  t>/0,  (4) 
fl +5  
for the noisy voter model on any r-regular graph, finite or infinite. 
Terminology. We say that a random walk (in discrete or continuous time) on an 
r-regular graph is simple if each jump is made to each of the neighbouring sites 
with probability 1/r. Also, we say that a continuous-time random walk Wt has rate 
a>Oi f  
Pr{Wt+h = x I wt -- x} -_ 1 - ah + o(h), for every x E S(G) 
(i.e. if the time between consecutive jumps is exponentially distributed with mean 
l /a ) .  
We now give an outline of the present paper. Our approach to the analysis of 
the transient behaviour of the noisy voter model will be through duality, which 
is described fully in Section 2. It is well known that the basic voter model has a 
system of coalescing random walks as its dual; it turns out that the addition of noise 
(i.e. the parameters fl and 5) to the voter model adds random births and deaths 
to the dual. Ultimately, we express marginal distributions (Proposition 3) and two- 
point covariances (Proposition 5) of the noisy voter model in terms of random walk 
quantities. The results include the basic voter model as a special case. 
Section 3 deals with the equilibrium (t --* oo) behaviour. When fl + 6 > 0, we 
know that the noisy voter model has a unique equilibrium distribution. We shall 
write ~/[~,e] to denote a random field having this limiting distribution, where we use 
the parametrization 
9 (5) ~=f l+5 and O - fl + 6. 
We derive an expression for the equilibrium covariances in terms of the Green 
function of simple random walk (Proposition 9). In contrast o the noisy case, the 
basic voter model (fl = 5 = 0) is not ergodic because the states of "all l's" and 
"all O's" are absorbing states. However, for each 0 E [0, 1], if the initial state of the 
basic voter model is chosen according to a product Bernoulli measure with density 
p = 0, then the model converges weakly (as t --* cxD) to a limit, denoted ~voter[0], 
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which satisfies E(~voterIOl(X)) = 0 for all x ¢ S(G). We prove in Proposition 10 that 
the noisy voter model r/{~,0] converges weakly to ?']voter[0] as  N ~ 0 and 0 remains 
fixed. By analogy with phase transitions in statistical mechanics, we can view 0 as 
a "critical value" of the parameter ~, as we shall now describe. 
A general theorem (Griffeath, 1979, p. 21) tells us that in the case G = Z d, the 
covariance of ~[~,0] (x) and ~/[~,0] (Y) decays exponentially in distance between x and 
y whenever n > 0. In the context of equilibrium statistical mechanics, the rate of 
decay of the covariances determines a characteristic length scale ~ = ([~,0] for the 
model, called the correlation length, which typically satisfies 
Cov(rl[~,0] (x), r/[~,01 (0)) ~ exp[- I  Ixl (6) 
as x ~ ec (where [[. [l[~,0l is some norm on R a which may depend on n and 0). 
Moreover, as ~ approaches its critical value (where the system is no longer ergodie), 
the correlation length typically diverges according to a power law: 
~ constant ~-~, as n --~ O. (7) 
In the physics literature, the exponent u > 0 is a critical exponent. Another critical 
exponent of interest is related to the susceptibility, defined by 
x = xt ,o] = Cov( i ,01(x), (s) 
xeZ a 
This is finite for n > O, since the covariances decay exponentially in Ilxll, but as 
--+ 0 the susceptibility diverges according to a critical exponent 7 > O: 
X ~ constant ~-~. (9) 
(For a brief description of the significance of these critical exponents in statistical 
mechanics, see Chapter 3 of Fernandez, Fr6hlich and Sokal (1992)). The values of u 
and V are generally not known; moreover, it is often difficult even to prove that they 
exist, i.e. that the equations (7) and (9) are correct. Thanks to our representations 
of covariances in terms of the Green function of simple random walk, we are able to 
prove that the critical exponents V and u do indeed exist for the noisy voter model 
in Z d, and we obtain their exact values (Theorem 12 and Corollary 13). 
In Section 4 we obtain exact formulas for the marginal distributions and co- 
variances of the noisy voter model on Z d and on some other special graphs. As a 
byproduct, we obtain a representation f the Green function of simple random walk 
on Z d as a Laplace transform of a product of Bessel functions, which we have been 
unable to find in the literature. 
We believe that the noisy voter model can also be a useful tool for studying 
scaling behaviour of the basic voter model. As an example, Section 5 presents an 
alternate view of a result due to Cox and Griffeath (1986) on clustering in the two- 
dimensional basic voter model. We show that their space-time rescaling of the basic 
voter model has the same limit as an appropriate spatial rescaling of equilibrium 
noisy voter models with the noise parameters/3 and 6 tending to zero. 
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Fig. 1. A real ization of the percolat ion subst ructure  7 ~ for the noisy voter model on 1. The 
dual  subst ruc ture  ~D T is obta ined by reversing the direction of all arrows in P .  Observe that  
~0T(X ) = 1 for x = 0, 1; and r/Z(x) = 1 for x = -1 ,0 ,  1. For the dual, we have ~y2,T T : I{_ 1 }, and 
~O.~T ~I,T ~2,T m 1 ,T ~. m 2,T 6" ---- ^ = ^ =I{1}.Also, = and = . 
T T T 
2. Graph ica l  representat ion  and  t rans ient  behav iour  
We now describe the graphical construction of the noisy voter model, and then 
use it to get a dual relationship. We shall express much of the following in terms of 
a graph G that is r-regular; of course, everything will apply directly to the integer 
lattice (with S(G) = Z d and r = 2d). 
Our construction follows the standard graphical representation f interacting par- 
ticle systems due to Harris (see Griffeath (1979) for a general description). However, 
our dual structure differs from that of Griffeath (1979) in its treatment of birth 
marks, and this facilitates our calculations of the transient behaviour of the present 
model (Proposition 5). A similar duality structure was discussed in Donnelly (1984) 
for the Moran model (the noisy voter model on a complete graph). 
For each site x e S(G), and for each neighbour y C N(x),  let T1 x'y be a Poisson 
process on [0, oo) of rate 1. Similarly, for each site x e S(G), let T2 x and T3 z 
be Poisson processes on [0, oc) of rates fl ) 0 and 5 ) 0 respectively. Let all of 
these Poisson processes be independent. Now for each event 7 in T2 x, (respectively, 
T3x), put a "birth mark" /3* (respectively, "death mark" 5*) at the point (x, T) in 
S(G) x [0, oc). Also, for each event 7 in T1 x'y, draw an arrow from (x, T) to (y, ~'), 
and put a "blockage mark" 5 b at (y, T). This is the percolation substructure P of 
the noisy voter model (see Fig. 1). 
Suppose that x, y c S(G) and that 0 4 s ~< t. We say that there is a V-path from 
(x,s) to (y,t) if there is an n ) 0, a sequence of times so = s < sl < s2 < .. .  < 
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sn ~ sn+l -- t, and a sequence of sites x0 -- x, X l , . . . ,  xn-1, Xn - - - -  y such that 
(i) There is an arrow from (xi-1, si) to (xi, si) for every i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, and 
(ii) There is no 5 b in the segment {xi} x (si, Si+l) for every i -- 0, 1, . . . ,  n; 
if in addition 
(iii) There is no 5" in the segment {xi} x (si, si+1] for every i = 0, 1, . . . ,  n, 
then we say that there is a V-path from (x, s) to (y, t). The n = 0 case should be 
understood as saying that there is a V-path from (x, s) to (x, t) whenever s ~< t. If U 
and W are subsets of S(G) x [0, c~), then we say that there is a V-path (respectively, 
V-path) from U to W if there exist (x, s) c U and (y, t) C W with s ~< t such that 
there is a V-path (respectively, V-path) from (x, s) to (y, t). 
Now let A be a subset of S(G). Define the spin system {~A, t >~ 0} as follows. 
For each t ~> 0 and each y C S(G), let ~A(y) equal 1 if there is a V-path either 
from A x {0} to (y, t) or from some birth mark f~* in S(G) × (0, t] to (y, t), and let 
it equal 0 otherwise. Then ~?A is precisely the noisy voter model with parameters 
f~ and 5 started from the state A (i.e., ~A = IA). If A is a singleton, say A = {z}, 
then we shall usually write ~ instead of y[z}; the same convention will hold for 
other processes that we shall define below. 
Next, fix a time T > 0. Let 7~T be the dual substructure obtained by restricting 
the percolation substructure P to S(G) x [0, T] and reversing the direction of all 
arrows in P (while keeping all of the /3*, 5", and 5 b marks unchanged). When 
working with the dual, we shall use reversed time t = T - t (0 ~< t <~ T). We shall 
now use ~T to define a system of coalescing random walks over the reversed time 
interval [(), T]. (In fact, this system is the dual of the basic voter model; see Liggett 
(1985) or Durrett (1988)). 
For any B C S(G) and any t e [(), T], define the process ~B,T so that ~S,T(y) 
equals 1 if: (i) there is a V-path in ~T from B × {6} to (y, ~; and (ii) there is 
no arrow from (y,t~ to any other (y',t~, and ~S,T(y) equals 0 otherwise. Observe 
that for any z C S(G) and any t E [{), T], there is a unique site y e S(G) such 
that ~,T(y)  = 1. If we interpret his unique site as the position of a particle at 
time t, then it is apparent that ~z,T (~ E [5, T]) represents a continuous-time simple T~ 
random walk on G of rate r that starts at z. (We shall often abuse our notation 
by using ~?,T to denote this S(G)-valued Markov process as well.) Moreover, the T t 
process ~b(~ y'z}'T may be viewed as two random walks that evolve independently r t 
until the first time that they meet, and after that they evolve identically, i.e. they 
coalesce. So we see that the process ~B,T is a system of coalescing random walks 
^ 
that start from the sites of B at time 0. 
Next, define (7 [B'T] to be the smallest s E [0, T] such that there is a f~* or 5" at 
~B,T, ~ 1}, and define m Is'T] to  be ~* or 5" according to some point of{(y,$) :  ~ (y)= 
the identity of this mark at time a [B'T] . (If no such s exists, then define a [B,T] = -~ 
and keep m [B,T] undefined). 
We are now in a position to formulate the following basic duality relationship for 
events on 7 ) and ~T: 
{~TA(x) = 1, for at least one x in B} 
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= U {a[~'T] <~ T, m [~'T] = f~*} U 
xEB 
{a [B'T] = +O0,¢B'T(z) -- 1, for some z in A}. (10) 
Definition 1. Fix p E [0, 1]. We denote by ~v) (t ~> 0) the noisy voter model with 
the initial state chosen according to a product Bernoulli measure with density p: 
that is, {~(P)(z) : z E S(G)} are independent random variables, equal to 1 with 
probability p and equal to 0 with probability 1 - p. Moreover, this initial state is 
independent of the percolation substructure. 
Definition 2. Let Qt(', ") be the transition probability kernel of a continuous-time 
simple random walk of rate r on G. Thus we have 
Qt(x,A)  = Pr{¢~ 'T E A}, for every x E S(G), A C S(G), 
and 0 ~ t ~ T. 
Specializing (10) to the case where B is a singleton, we obtain the following result. 
Proposition 3. Using the notation (5), assume that a > 0 and ~ E [0, 1]. For any 
A c S(G), x E S(G), T >1 O, and p E [0, 1]: 
(a) Pr{~A(x) = 1} = (1 -- e -'~T) ~ + e-~TQT(z,  A); and 
(b) Pr(~(P)(x) = 1} = 0 + e -~T (p - ~). 
Proof. For part (a), we take B -- {x} in (10). Recalling that the process ~5,T Tt  re -  
presents a single random walk, we see from elementary Poisson process calculations 
that 
Pr {a Ix'T] ~ T and m Ix'T] = ~* } = (1 - e -(~+5)r) ~ 
Next, since a Ix'T] is independent of the trajectory of the random walk ~,T  (~ E 
[b, ~]), 
Pr{a  Ix'T] = +c~ and 4~T(z) = 1, for some z in A} 
=-e -(~+~)T Pr(¢TT(Z ) = 1, for some z in A} 
= e-(~+~)TQT(x, A). (11) 
Part (a) follows by adding the above two displayed equations. 
The proof of part (b) is similar to part (a), and is left to the reader. [] 
Remark 4. (i) Part (b) of Proposition 3 holds for any initial distribution # on 
configurations ~/E {0, 1} s(°) such that #{~/(z) -- 1} -- p for every z E S(G). 
Also, the results of both (a) and (b) hold for a = 0 as well, even though 0 is 
undefined, if we interpret (1 - e-~T)O to be 0. 
(ii) Part (a) trivially implies Theorem 6 of Cox and Durrett (1991), which says 
that if f~ ---- 0 then Pr{~A(x) ---- 1} ~ e -ST for every A, x, and T. 
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(iii) Taking A to be the empty set in part (a) gives (4). 
Before we state the next result, we need some more notation. Recall that for any 
two different sites x and y in S(G), the process ~)(x,y},T (~ E [0, T]), which is defined 
" t  
on ~T, may be viewed as a pair of coalescing random walks. With this in mind, we 
shall define the "coalescing time" !P = ¢s{x,y},T to be equal to the smallest u E [0, T] 
(if any exists) such that there exists a (9 C S(G) with a V-path from (x, 0) to ((9, 4) 
and another V-path from (y, 0) to ((9, ~) (both paths in 7~T). Observe that in this 
case, the "coalescing place" O is an unambiguously defined random variable. If no 
such u exists, then we set !P -- +oo and leave (9 undefined. 
Proposition 5. Fix a > 0 and ~ C [0, 1]. For any x ~ y C S(G), p c [0, 1], and any 
T )0 ,  
T 
o 
where 
v~ p) := (0 + e-~t [p -0 ] ) .  (1 -O-e -~t [p -O] )  
= Var(77}P)(z)), for every z E S(G), t >/O. (12) 
Proof. Firstly, the second equality of (12) is immediate from Proposition 3(b). 
We shall use the following elementary conditioning property: if X and Y are 
random variables and S is a sigma-algebra, then 
Cov(X, Y) = E(Cov(X, Y[S)) + Cov(E(X[S), E(YIS)), (13) 
where by definition 
Cov(Z, YIS) = E(XY[S)  - E (X IS )E(Y [S  ). 
We first apply this property to the case X -- ~7~ ) (x) and Y -- 17~ ) (y) and $ the 
sigma-algebra generated by the random variable !P - !P{ x,yl,T. 
First, recalling (10), we observe that X is independent of !P, so E(X[$) = E(X).  
Similarly, E(Y[S) = E(Y), and therefore 
Cov(E(XI$), E(Y[$)) -- 0. (14) 
Furthermore, the random variables X and Y are conditionally independent given 
the event {!P -- -}-oo}, and so 
Coy(X, YI• = +oo) = 0. (15) 
We now have to evaluate Cov(X, Y[!P = u) for 0 ~< u ~ T. To do this we shall apply 
(13) again in a slightly different form. This time, fix u C [0, T] and let Qu be the 
sigma-algebra generated by the two events H := {or [x'T] ~ u} and K := {c r[y'T] 
u}. Then we have 
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Cov(X, YI~ = u) = E(Cov(X, Y[~ = u, Q~)) 
+ Cov(E(Xl~, = u, Qu), E (Y IO  = u, Q~)). (16) 
To simplify this equation, we shall first show that 
Cov(E(Xlg' = u, Qu), E (Y IO  = u, c&,) ) = O. (17) 
To see this, observe that by (10) E(X IO  = u, Q~) equals 
/3/(/3 + 5) on {~ = u} n H 
and equals 
pe -(z+6)(T-u) + (1 - e-(Z+6)(T-~))/3/(/3 + 5) on {~P = u} A H e. 
Therefore we can write 
E(Xlq-' = u, Q,~) = aIH + b on {~ = u}, 
where a and b are constants (depending on/3, 5, p, and T-u)  and IH is the indicator 
function of the event H. Similarly, we can write 
E(Y[g~ = u, Q,~) = alK + b on {~ = u}. 
Eq. (17) now follows from the fact that H and K are conditionally independent 
given {~P = u}. 
Thus the right hand side of (16) reduces to E(Cov(X, YI~P = u, Qu)). Conditional 
independence t lls us that 
Cov(X, YI ~ = u, C2~) = 0 on {~ = u} n (H U K) ,  
so we are left with Coy(X, YI{O = u} n H c N KC). But 
{~ = u} r-i H ~ r'l K ~ = {~ = u} n {a [{z'y}'TI > u}, 
T 
Cov(X, Y) = / Cov(X, YI~ = u, o [{~'~'}'TI > u) 
0 
x Pr{a [{x'y}'T] > u, ~ C du}. 
Moreover, on the event {~P = u} n {~[{x,y},T] > U}, we have Z = Y = ~)_~(O); so 
T 
Coy(X, Y) = f Var(n~ )_~(O)l~ = u, ~,[<x,y>,r] > u)e-~(~+~),,  
0 
x Pr{~P C du}. 
Finally, we use the independence of r/~_)~(z) and {~ = u, 0 = z, a[ {x'yI'T] > u} for 
every z c G, as well as (12), to conclude 
T 
Cov(X, Y) = / V(TP)_~e -2(/~+6)~ Pr{~P E du}. 
0 
SO 
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This completes the proof. [] 
Remark 6. It is easy to see that for a fixed finite T > 0, the noisy voter model 
converges weakly to the basic voter model (with the same initial state) as f~ and 6 
tend to 0. Accordingly, letting a tend to 0 in Proposition 5 recovers the following 
known result for the basic voter model ~t: 
Cov(~) (x ) ,  ~) (y ) )  = p(1 - p) Pr{~P {x'u}'T ~< T} 
(Durrett, 1988, p. 25). 
3. Equilibrium properties 
Our main motivation for this section is the case G = Z d, although the first 
half of the section only requires that G have a group structure. More precisely, we 
shall assume throughout this section that the set of sites S(G) is an Abelian group 
under addition, and that the neighbourhoods conform to the group structure, i.e. 
N(x)  = (y ÷ x : y E N(0)} for every x E S(G) (here 0 denotes the identity element 
of the group). 
When f~ ÷ 6 > 0, we know that the noisy voter model is exponentially ergodic by 
Theorem 4.1 in Chapter I of Liggett (1985). In fact, Granovsky and Rozov (1994) 
observed that the rate of convergence to equilibrium is exactly a = f~ ÷ 6, which 
equals the e - M bound of this theorem. As described in Section 1, we write ~[~,e] 
to denote a random field having the model's unique equilibrium distribution. 
In this section we will be interested in letting T --+ co, and so we need a dual 
substructure which is not restricted to a finite time interval [0, T]. Let ~oo be a 
copy of • on S(G) × [0, oo) in which all the arrows are reversed, while all the marks 
remain unchanged. We shall work only with ordinary time (not reversed time) in 
:P~. Define a V-path in 7~oo exactly as in 7 ~. For any B C S(G) and any t ~> 0, 
define ¢S(y) to be equal to 1 if there is a V-path in ~ from S × (0} to (y,t) (and 
there is no arrow from (y, t) to any other (y', t)), and to be equal to 0 otherwise. 
Then the process ¢~ ( t/> 0) is a system of coalescing random walks (in ~oo) that 
start from the sites of B. Furthermore it is clear that for every T > 0, the process 
(¢S : 0 <~ t < T} has the same law as the process {~B,T : (~ • ~ < ~} which was 
defined in Section 2. 
We will also need the following pieces of notation for ~oo, which are the obvious 
analogues of notation for ~T as defined in Section 2: 
• For x, y C S(G), let ~p{x,y} be the coalescing time for the two random walks ¢~ 
and ¢Y; 
• For B C S(G), let o "s be the smallest ime s ~> 0 such that there is a 8" or 
a 6" mark at some point of the set {(y,s) : ¢~(y) = 1}, and let m B be 8" or 
6" according to the identity of this mark. (Observe that o "B < ~ a.s. for every 
nonempty B.) 
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Proposition 7. For x E S(G), let Wt* (t/> 0) be a continuous-time simple random 
walk of rate 2r on G which starts at x. Define the random variable r z to be the 
first time that the random walk Wt z hits the origin. For any x, y E S(G), n > O, 
0 C [0, 1], and any initial distribution # on {0, 1} s(a), we have 
oo 
lim Cov (r]~(x), r/~(y)) = 0(1 - 0) f e -2~ Pr{r x-y C du} 
T---,oo 
0 
= 8(1 - O)E (exp [ -2~r*-Y]) .  
Proof. Since the noisy voter model is ergodic, it suffices to prove the result for a 
particular starting distribution, namely the product Bernoulli measure with density 
p for some p E [0, 1]. 
Observe that the difference in positions between the random walks ¢~ and Ct u is 
itself a random walk that starts at x - y and jumps at rate 2r up to the coalescing 
time g,{x,y}. Therefore k~{ x,y} and r z-u have the same distribution. The result is 
now immediate from Proposition 5 and the dominated convergence theorem. [] 
Proposition 7 tells us that for n > 0 and x E S(G), 
Cov(r/[~,o](x), r/[~,o](0)) =/9(1 - O)E (exp [-2nrX]). (18) 
The next result gives an alternate xpression for the covariances in terms of the 
Green function of simple random walk. 
Definition 8. For n = 0, 1, . . .  and x, y E S(G), let pn(X, y) be the probability that 
a simple random walk on G arrives at y at the nth jump, given that it starts from 
x. Also, for s real, let 
oo 
e(x,y; s):= Ep (x,y)s 
n=0 
be the Green function of the random walk (observe that this converges if Isl < 1). 
Proposition 9. Let q = r/(n + r). For x, y E S(G) and n > 0, 
(x), o] (0)) = 0(1 - O) G(x, 0; q) 
' a (0 ,0 ;q ) "  
Proof. Let JX be the number of jumps of the random walk Wt z (defined in Proposi- 
tion 7) up to and including the hitting time r x. Let a~ (i/> 1) be the time between 
the (i - 1)th and ith jumps of Wt z. Then al ,  a2 , . . ,  are i.i.d, exponential random 
variables with parameter 2r, and 7 ~ = a l  + • • • + aJ~. Therefore 
E(exp[-2nrX])  = ~ 2nT2r  Pr{ J  = n}. 
n=0 
(19) 
Now the relationship 
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n 
pn(x ,O)=EPr{ J==k}pn_k(O,O) ,  fo ra l lx#0,  n~>0 
k=0 
implies 
G(x,O;q)= ~Pr{ J  x = k}p~_k(O,O)q '~ 
n=0 k=0 
oo oo 
00 n-k =EPr{ J==k}qk  EPn-k (  , )q 
k=O n=k 
= E(exp[-2~T=])G(O, 0;q) 
Combining this with (18) completes the proof. 
(by (19)) 
[] 
We next consider what happens to the noisy voter model as the noise disappears, 
i.e. as fl and 5 tend to 0. As we remarked at the end of the previous ection, for 
each finite t > 0 the noisy voter model converges weakly to the basic voter model. 
The next result says that this is also true at t = +oo, if the basic voter model starts 
from product Bernoulli measure and if 8 converges to this Bernoulli density. 
Proposition 10. Suppose that fl and 5 approach 0 in such a way that a =/3+5 > 0 
and 0 --* 0 C [0, 1]. Then ~[~,e] converges weakly to ~voter[~] (defined in Section 1). 
Proof. It suffices to show convergence on events of the form {~[~,e] (x) = 0 for every 
x in B} for finite sets B c S(G) (c.f. Durrett, 1988, p. 26). 
Fix a finite set B C S(G). Let [¢tBI be the number of sites x such that CB(x) = 
1. Observe that I ctBI does not change except at times when two of the random 
walks that started from B coalesce, and at these times IcBI decreases by 1 (unless 
more than two walks coalesce at once, but this has probability 0, so we ignore this 
possibility). Let L - L B be the random time (0 ~< L < oc) at which the last 
coalescence occurs among the walks started from B; then IcBI remains constant for 
t>~L. 
Write P[~,e] to denote the probability measure on the percolation substructure 7 ) 
(and hence on 7~T for every T > 0) with parameters ~and 8. Then, by Eq. (10), 
S(G) P[,~,O]{~T (x )=0,  for a l l x inB} 
=P[~,o]{O "[x'T] ~ T and rn [x'T] = 5*, for all x in B}. 
As T --~ c~, the t imes {G [x'T] : x E B} converge jointly in distribution to the times 
{G = : x E B}, which are finite a.s. Therefore the T --~ c~ limit of the above gives 
Pr{~?[~,0](x) = 0, for all x in B} 
= PI~,el{m z = 5", for all x in B} (20) 
(we have abused our notation slightly by also using P[~,e] to refer to the probability 
measure on 7~oo). Using the random time L defined in the previous paragraph, we 
write the right hand side of (20) as 
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P[~,ol{rn x = 5", for all x in B, and a s <~ L} 
+ P[~,ol{m x = 5", for all x in B, and a u > L}. (21) 
Observe that  P[,~,o]{a B <. L} ~ 0 as n --* 0. Therefore the first term in (21) tends 
to 0, and the second term tends to 
IBI 
E (  1 _~)kpr{lCLBI = k}, 
k=l  
which is precisely 
Pr{r/voter[~](x ) = 0, for all x in B} 
(Durrett, 1988, p. 26). 
This completes the proof. [] 
Remark 11. Applying Proposit ion 10 to (18) recovers the well-known result for the 
basic voter model (Clifford and Sudbury, 1973, p. 586) that  
Cov(?]voter[O](X) ,T]voter[O](0))  = 0(1  - -  0)Pr{r  x < oo}, x E S(G). 
Our final results of this section will only concern the case Z d (as well as some 
other periodic lattices in Rd). The correlation length ~ and the susceptibility X
were defined in Section 1, along with their associated critical exponents u and ~/ 
(see Eqs. (6)-(9)). 
Theorem 12. Let G be the integer lattice Z d. 
(a) Define ~[~,0] by 
1 - lim -l°gC°v(rl['~'°l(X(n))'rl['~'°](O)), (22) 
~[~,0] n -~ n 
where x(n) = (n, 0 , . . . ,  0) E Z d. This limit exists for all n > 0 and satisfies 
~[~c,0] e-J /~--1/2, as n --~ 0. (23) 
(b) The susceptibility X = X[,~,o] satisfies 
0(1 - 0) (24) 
X[,~,o] = (1 - q)G(O, 0; q) 
and, as n + 0 for fixed 0, 
constant 
n1/2 , if d=l ,  
constant 
X[~,01 ~ n log(1 /~) '  if d = 2, 
constant 
- - ,  ifd~> 3. 
(25) 
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Corollary 13. The critical exponents ~, and 3' are well defined for the noisy voter 
model. We have v -- 1/2 in every dimension d, while ~, is 1/2 in one dimension and 
1 in two or more dimensions (with a logarithmic orrection in two dimensions). 
Proof of Theorem 12. 
(a) By Proposition 9, the right hand side of (22) equals 
lim - logG(x(n), 0; q) 
n-~oo n 
which is known to exist by part (a) of Theorem A.2 in Madras and Slade (1993). 
Also, part (b) of that theorem says that ~ ,~ [2d(1 - q)]-1/2 as q __. 1, which 
implies (23) (recall 1 - q = ~/(t¢ + 24)). 
(b) Eq. (24) follows from the definition of X, Proposition 9, and the elementary 
relations 
oo  o~ 
E E = o. 
xEZ d xEZ d n=0 n=0 
Thus the desired asymptotic behaviour of X is given by the behaviour of G(0, 0; q) 
as q ~ 1, which is easy to get since p2n(0, 0) ~ const.n -d/2 as n ---* oo. 
[] 
4. Exact  fo rmulas  
In this section we shall present some closed form expressions for the general 
formulas that were derived in the preceding sections. Note that in all expressions 
the case ~ = 0 yields the result for the basic voter model. 
First we discuss the marginal distributions and (for finite graphs G) the mean 
coverage functions 
MA(t)  := EI~/AI = E Pr{~/A(x) = 1}, 
=~S(G) 
(A c S(G), t >l O) 
and 
M(P)(t) := EIn~P)I = ~ Pr{~/~P)(x)= 1}, 
=eS(C) 
(O<~p<<.l, t>.o). 
For 7/~ p), Proposition 3(b) shows that the marginal distributions are independent 
of all details of the graph G, and in fact coincide with those for a system with no 
interaction (i.e., each site is an independent two-state Markov chain with flip rates 
fl and 5). For the case of flA, Proposition 3(a) shows that the marginal distributi- 
ons depend on the transition probabilities Qt(x, A), which depend strongly on the 
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structure of the graph. However, we do obtain a general expression for the mean 
coverage function: 
MA(t) = Is(a)]o + e -~* (IAI - Is(a)]o) , (t/> 0). (26) 
This follows from Proposition 3(a) because Qt is doubly stochastic. This formula 
was originally obtained in Granovsky and Rozov (1994) in a different way. The 
transient behaviour of the basic voter model on finite graphs has been studied by 
Donnelly and Welsh (1983). 
In some special cases, we can obtain exact formulas for the marginal distributions: 
Example L The complete graph on N sites. In this case, G is (N - 1)-regular. We 
have 
e (x, yes(a) ,  
and hence 
Pr{~?A(y)=l}=(1--e-~t)O+L~-e-'~t+e-('~+N)t(1A(y)--~-~ - )  
(yES(a) ,  A c S(G), t >l O). 
As we have mentioned, the noisy voter model on a complete graph corresponds 
to the Moran model of population genetics. Explicit formulas for the transient 
probabilities of the Moran model were obtained in the celebrated paper of Karlin 
and McGregor (1962). Donnelly (1984) derived explicit expressions for moments of 
some other functionals of the process. 
Example II. The integer lattice Z d (d ~> 1). This graph is 2d-regular. For x = 
(Xl , . . . ,xa)  E Z d, we know (see Feller, 1971, II.7) that for the continuous time 
random walk Ct °, 
d 
Qt(0, {x}) = e -2d  I I  (2t), (t/> 0), (27) 
j=l  
where In is the modified Bessel function of order n (Gray and Mathews, 1966) 
which satisfies 
oo t2k+ln [ (n E Z, t ) 0). 
In(2t) = E k!(Inl + k)!' 
k=O 
Therefore, for y = (Yl,-.., Yd) C Z d and t ) 0, 
d 
Pr{~A(y) = 1} = (1 -e-~t)O + e-(~+2u)t E I I  IxJ-uJ (2t)" 
xEA j=I 
We now turn to the calculation of covariances. Proposition 5 reduces this to 
the problem of computing (functionals of) the distribution of the coalescing times 
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~p{x,y} (or equivalently, if G has a group structure, the distribution of the hitting 
times Tx-Y.) 
Example I (continued): The complete graph on N sites. In this case, it is not hard 
to see that for distinct x, y C S(G), the distribution of ~{x,y} is exponential with 
rate 2, and so 
t 
f v(P) e-2(~+l )u  
0 
for any x # y 6 S(G), p 6 [0, 1], and t/> 0, where v~ p) is given explicitly by (12). 
We note that this expression is independent of N. The integral can be evaluated 
by simple calculus, and one finds 
CovOi~p)(x),~}p)(y)) 0(1-0)  
- +O(e-'9. 
Example H (continued): The integer lattice Z d. We begin with the simplest case, 
d = 1. For x 6 Z 1, x # 0, it is known that the density fx(t) of T x (defined in 
Proposition 7) is 
fx(t) = e-4t~Ix(4t),  (t >/O) 
(Feller, 1971, II.7). Therefore 
t 
oov  
0 
for any x # 0, p C [0, 1], and t ~> 0, where v} p) is given by (12). The equilibrium 
covariances are 
{ 2 + t¢ - (a2 + 4a)1/2" ~ I*l 
Cov(~[~,el (x), ~[~,e](0)) 0(1 0) I [ 2 ] 
(for a/> 0, x E Z d) by (18) and Feller (1971, XIV.6). Therefore the correlation 
length is 
~ =-  log 2 
and the susceptibility is
X = 0(1 -  0) , a>0.  
For general d, the answers are more complicated. Since 
OO 
G(x, 0; q) = (a + r) / e-~tQt(x, {0}) dt 
0 
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(recall q -- r / ( r  + ~)), we can use (27) to obtain 
f0 e-(2d+~)t d oo Hj=I xj (2t) dt 
Cov(rl[~,0](x),~[~,0](0)) = 0(1 - O) fo  e-(2d+~)t[Io(2t)] d dt ' 
for x = (X l , . . . ,  Xd) • Z d (by Proposition 9) and 
e(1  - e) 
X = ~ fo  e-(2d+~)t[Io(2t)] d dt 
(by (24)). Note that for the cases Z 2 and Z 3, this representation of the Green 
function as a Laplace transform of a product of Bessel functions appears in Eq. 
(II,19) of Montroll (1964) and Eq. (14) of Katsura et al. (1971) respectively. (The 
latter paper also discusses numerical evaluation of these integrals, motivated by 
their applications in physics.) 
Example III: The infinite r-regular tree. This is the connected r-regular graph which 
contains no cycles. Consider a random walk on the tree that starts from a site x 7~ 0, 
where 0 is the root of the tree. Observe that, until the time 7 x, the distance of this 
walk from 0 behaves exactly like an asymmetric nearest-neighbour random walk 
on the integers with probability 1/r (respectively, 1 - l / r )  of jumping to the left 
(respectively, right). By (18) and Feller (1971, XIV.6), the equilibrium covariances 
are 
Cov(vt.,01 (x), vt ,01 (0)) 
--0(1 \ 
5. Scal ing in two dimensions 
Cox and Griffeath (1986) considered the basic voter model ~t in Z 2, starting 
from Bernoulli product measure with density 0 E [0, 1]. (In this section we shall use 
~t to denote the basic voter model.) Among other things, they proved that for any 
a E [0, 1], a spatial rescaling by t a/2 converges to a limiting random field ~-°o;a , i.e., 
• z 2} • as (28) 
(using the convention that the point Xt el2 of R 2 is identified with the nearest point 
of Z2). They also identify the limiting random field, showing in particular that 
lim Cov(~(xt~/2) ,  ~tt(yte/2)) = 8(1 - 8)(1 - a), (29) 
t~cx) 
for every y 7~ x • Z 2. Suppose that 0 < a < 1 and that we rescale the equilibrium 
noisy voter model r/[~,o] spatially by n-~/2, and then let ~; ---, 0 (keeping 0 fixed). 
Then we shall show that: (i) the rescaled covariances tend to the right hand side 
of (29); and (ii) this is not a coincidence, because the rescaled fields converge to 
the limit ~°o;a s defined by (28). Of course, (i) is a consequence of (ii), but it is 
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interesting to see how (i) can be derived by a direct calculation, independently of 
the argument for (ii). 
We shall prove (i) using our Proposition 9 and some classical results of Spitzer 
(1976) for two-dimensional simple random walk. Let X = X(n) = xn -~/2, where 
x # 0 is a fixed point of Z 2. Then 
Cov(,i~,e ] (x),  ,t~,ol (0)) 
=/9(1 - 0)G(X 'O;q) 
G(0, 0; q) 
= 0(1 - 0) ( Z(X; q) A(X, O) ) 
\ a(o, o; q) c(o, o; q-------) + 1 , (30) 
where A(.,-) is the potential kernel for simple random walk in Z 2 (see Section 12 
of Spitzer (1976)), and we define 
Z(X; q) := A(X, 0) - G(0, 0; q) + G(X, 0; q). 
We know that A(y,O) ~ (2/lr)logllyll as ]IYll--* oo (Proposition 12.3 of Spitzer 
(1976)), and so we have A(X, O) ,.~ (a/r) log(l/n) as n --* 0. Also, since P2n(0, 0) "~ 
1/(~rn) as n --* oo for simple random walk in Z 2, we know that 
G(0, 0; q) N (1/7r)log[l/(1 - q)] ~, (1/7r)log(I/n), as n --* 0 
(i.e., as q ~ 1). Therefore, to prove (i), it suffices to show that 
lim Z(X;q) = 0. (31) 
~-~0 G(0, 0; q) 
For u = (Ul, u2) E R 2, let ~5(u) -- (cosul + cosu2)/2 denote the characteristic 
function for simple random walk in Z 2. Then 
f eiu'y G(y,O;q)=(2r) -2 l_S-~-~(u) du, fo reveryyeZ 2, 
where the integration is over the square I - r ,  r] 2 in R 2 (see Proposition 6.3 of 
Spitzer (1976)). Using this and Eq. (3) from p. 122 of Spitzer (1976), we have 
Z(X;q)=(27r)-2 f (} -ei~x=-~--(-~ le'u'x - q (u)J du 
f (1 - eiu'x)@('u,)(l - q) (2~) -2 
5 - ~  -~( -u~ du. 
J 
Since the imaginary part of the integral is 0, we have 
f Re(l - eiu'X)(l - q) 
IZ(X; q) l ~< (2~) -2 ( l~-q~(u-~:  ~(~')) du 
J 
[ 11ull=llXll=l(1-q) ~< (2~) -= (1 : ~ - - -  ~(u)) du. 
Now observe that llul12/(l -qS(u)) is bounded on [-Tr,~r] 2, so the last integral is 
bounded by a constant imes IIXII2(1 - -  q)G(O, 0; q). Finally, (31) follows from this 
and the fact that tIxII2(1 - q) --* 0 as n --* o, for any a E (0,1). 
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The proof of (ii) is similar to our proof of Proposition 10. Fix a finite set B C Z 2 
and a number a • (0, 1). For ~ > 0, let 
=_ = - " /2  : x B}  
be the rescaled version of B. Let LI(a) = 1/(alog(1/a)) and L2(a) = log(1/a)/~. 
Let al(a) (respectively, a2(a)) be the smallest (respectively, largest) of {a x :x  • 
B(a)}. Observe that P[,~,ol{al(a) <~ LI(a)} and P[~,o]{a2(g) >~ L2(a)} both tend to 
0 as ~ --* 0. Therefore 
lim Pr{77[~,o](x ) = 0, for every x in B(a)} 
~:--*0 
= lim P[~,8] {m~ = ~*, for every x in B(~;), 
and 51(/~) < 6rl(~ ) < (:r2(/~) < L2(~)}. 
(32) 
Let IB[ -- n. Theorem 3 of Cox and Griffeath (1986) tells us that for each j = 
1, . . . ,  n there exists a continuous function Pn,j(') (which is the same for every a) 
such that for any p • [a, oc) we have 
lim Pr{lCB(1/t)[ = j} = pnd(a/p). 
t ---*00 
n (Notice that }-~j=l Pnd(a/P) = 1.) We will use this to show that for each j = 
1, . . . ,  n ,  
lim Pr{lCtB(~)l = j, for all t • [LI(~), L2(~)]} = pnd(a). (33) 
~---*0 
This will imply our result (ii), because it is now apparent that the right side of (32) 
equals 
n 
- 
j=l  
which Cox and Griffeath show is exactly 
Pr{~-oo~(x) -- 0, for every z • B}. 
To prove (33), fix j • {1, . . . ,n}.  Choose e > 0 such that a < 1 -e .  Then 
LI(~) ) ~-0 -0  for all sufficiently small ~. Therefore 
/ I"hB(~) } lim inf Pr ~--.0 I. I'rLl(~) I ~ j 
J 
i=1 
Similarly, 
fl'~B(~) I } l imsupPr [l~'L2(~)l ~ J 
~--~0 
J 
~<~--,olimPrll~"~-(l+')r ~<j  = + " 
i=l 
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Since the functions Pn,i are continuous, we can let c --* 0 and deduce 
l im Pr  J" [rhB(~) } J" I~hB(a) } a--~0 i. iWLl(~)l = i  = ~-~01imPr['~L2(~) I = i  =pn#(a) ,  
for every i = 1 , . . . ,  n. Since ]¢tB(')l is noncreasing in t, this implies (33). 
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